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Description

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a molding de-
vice and a method of manufacturing a molded product.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, in the technical field of molding
(various cast moldings, injection molding and the like), a
technique has been well-known where molding is per-
formed using a core for manufacturing a molded product
having an inner space. When the internal shape of a
molded product is simple, the molded product can be
molded and removed using a simple molding device even
when a core is used. However, with respect to a molded
product having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape
as in the case of a part used as an intake manifold or the
like, for example, a core and a molded product interfere
with each other so that it is difficult to mold and remove
a molded product using a simple molding device.
[0003] Conventionally, there has been known a mold-
ing device for manufacturing a molded product such as
the above-mentioned molded product, that is, a molded
product having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape
(see JP-A-8-276259 (patent literature 1), for example).
[0004] Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B are views for explaining
a conventional molding device 900. Fig. 18A is a per-
spective view of the molding device 900 after the molding
is finished, and Fig. 18B is a side view of a core 930, a
support member 940 and an ejector pin 950.
[0005] The conventional molding device 900 is, as
shown in Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B, formed of a set of molds
which is joinable to and separable from each other. The
molding device 900 includes: a set of molds 910, 920
which can form a cavity having a shape corresponding
to an outer shape of a molded product P0 in a state where
the molds are joined to each other at the time of molding;
a core 930 which has an outer shape corresponding to
an inner shape of the molded product P0 and is used in
a state where the core 930 is arranged in the cavity which
the set of molds 910, 920 forms at the time of molding;
a support member 940 which supports the core 930 from
the outside; and an ejector pin 950 which is extensible
and retractable one-dimensionally along the direction
perpendicular to the direction along which the set of
molds 910, 920 is separated from each other and ejects
the molded product P0 formed around the core 930.
[0006] According to the conventional molding device
900, one set of molds 910, 920 is separated after molding.
Then, the core 930 and the molded product P0 are sep-
arated from the mold 920 together with the support mem-
ber 940. Thereafter, the molded product P0 is ejected by
the ejector pin 950. Accordingly, the molded product P0
having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape can

be removed. Patent document JP 03-108521 A describes
pushing an ejector pin and an ejector plate up when a
mold is opened. Consequently, a stripper plate is turned
around a fulcrum toward the opening and exerts a force
on the molded object so that the molded object can slide
off from the mold.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] However, the conventional molding device has
a drawback that it is difficult for the molding device to
suppress the generation of flaws on a molded product
when the molded product is removed.
[0008] The present invention has been made to over-
come the above-mentioned drawback, and it is an object
of the present invention to provide a molding device can
suppress the generation of flaws on a molded product
having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape when
the molded product is removed.
[0009] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a method of manufacturing a molded product ca-
pable of suppressing the generation of flaws on a molded
product having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape
when the molded product is removed.
[0010] Inventors of the present invention have exten-
sively studied the difficulty in suppressing the generation
of flaws on a molded product when the molded product
is removed in a conventional molding device. As a result
of the study, the inventors have found that flaws are gen-
erated on the molded product due to the increase of the
resistance between the molded product and the core
caused by the ejection of the molded product using an
ejector pin which extends or retracts one-dimensionally
and the concentration of a pressure within a range where
the ejector pin comes into contact with the molded prod-
uct. Accordingly, the inventors of the present invention
have come up with an idea of decreasing the resistance
between the molded product and the core using the
movement of the molded product which follows a circular
arc shape or dispersing a pressure applied to the molded
product using a plate instead of the pin, and have com-
pleted the present invention have made as a result of
further extensible studies.
[0011] The present invention includes the technical
features of claim 1. Embodiments of the invention are
described in the following.

(1) According to one aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a molding device for manufacturing
a molded product having an inner space bent in a
circular arc shape. The molding device includes a
set of molds which is joinable to and separable from
each other, the set of molds being capable of forming
a cavity having a shape corresponding to an outer
shape of the molded product in a joined state at the
time of molding; a core which has an outer shape
corresponding to an inner shape of the molded prod-
uct, and is used in a state where the core is arranged
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in the inside of the cavity which the set of molds forms
at the time of molding; and an ejector plate which
has a core through hole through which the core pass-
es, and ejects the molded product formed around
the core along the circular arc shape in a separated
state where the set of molds is separated from each
other.

[0012] In this manner, the molding device according to
the present invention includes the set of molds, the core
and the ejector plate having the above-mentioned con-
stitution and hence, in the same manner as conventional
molding devices, a molded product having an inner space
bent in a circular arc shape can be removed.
[0013] According to the above-mentioned molding de-
vice of the present invention, the ejector plate which
ejects the molded product formed around the core along
a circular arc shape is used and hence, the resistance
between the molded product and the core can be de-
creased by making use of the movement of the molded
product along the circular arc shape. As a result, the
molded product can be removed more smoothly than the
conventional molding devices remove.
[0014] Further, according to the molding device of the
present invention, the molded product is ejected using
the ejector plate instead of the ejector pin and hence, a
pressure applied to the molded product can be dispersed.
Also from this point of view, the molded product can be
removed more smoothly than the conventional molding
devices remove.
[0015] Accordingly, the molding device of the present
invention can remove the molded product more smoothly
than the conventional molding devices remove, and can
suppress the generation of flaws on a molded product
having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape when
the molded product is removed.
[0016] The molding device of the present invention can
be used in moldings (various moldings by casting, injec-
tion molding and the like) where various kinds of molding
materials such as a molding material made of metal or a
molding material made of a resin is used.
[0017] The molding device of the present invention can
be used preferably particularly in the field of injection
molding or die cast molding.
[0018] "is joinable to and separable from each other"
includes a state where the set of molds can be opened
or closed in one direction. "a joined state" means a closed
state, and "a separated state" means an open state.
[0019] "a circular arc shape" means not only a circular
arc shape in the strict meaning of the term but also a
shape close to the circular arc shape (a curve which fol-
lows an elliptical shape, a shape where a straight line is
added to an end portion of a circular arc shape or the
like, for example). Accordingly, the core used in the mold-
ing device of the present invention is not limited to a strict-
ly circular arc curved shape.
[0020] "core through hole" means not only a hole which
is formed in a state where the core through hole com-

pletely surrounds the core but also a hole which is formed
in a state where the core through hole surrounds a part
of the core (see a modification described later).
[0021] It is sufficient for the ejector plate of the present
invention to eject the molded product to a position where
the molded product is separable from the core. Accord-
ingly, it is unnecessary to eject the molded product to a
position where the ejector plate reaches a distal end por-
tion of the core, while it is sufficient for the ejector plate
to reach a position away from a proximal end portion of
the core by an appropriate amount.
[0022] The set of molds according to the present in-
vention may be so-called slide molds or a so-called set
of a fixed-side mold and a movable-side mold.

(2) In the molding device of the present invention,
the ejector plate is rotatable about a rotary shaft per-
pendicular to a plane along the circular arc shape.
Due to such a constitution, a molded product can be
ejected along the circular arc shape.
"rotatable" means not only the movement strictly
along the circular arc shape but also the movement
which approximates the circular arc shape (the
movement in a curved shape following an elliptical
shape or the movement constituted of the slightly
linear movement and the circular arc movement
which follows the linear movement, for example). To
make the ejector plate perform the movement which
approximates the circular arc shape, for example,
the mechanism which uses a cam may be adopted.
(3) In the molding device of the present invention,
the molding device further includes an ejector plate
rotating pin which is extensible and retractable in the
direction perpendicular to rotary shaft, and rotates
the ejector plate by pushing.
Due to such a constitution, the ejector plate can be
rotated using a simple method that the ejector plate
rotating pin is extended or retracted in the direction
perpendicular to rotary shaft.
(4) In the molding device of the present invention,
the molding device further includes an ejector plate
pull-back pin which is connected to the ejector plate
and is configured to return the ejector plate to a po-
sition before molding by rotating the ejector plate by
pulling after the ejector plate rotating pin rotates the
ejector plate by pushing.
Due to such a constitution, the ejector plate can be
pulled back after the ejector plate rotating pin ejects
the ejector plate.
(5) In the molding device of the present invention, it
is preferable that the molding device further includes
an extending and retracting mechanism which is ex-
tensible and retractable in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the rotary shaft, the ejector plate rotating pin
is directly mounted on the extending and retracting
mechanism, and the ejector plate pull-back pin is
mounted on the extending and retracting mechanism
with an elastic body sandwiched therebetween.
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Due to such a constitution, in view of the character-
istic of the above-mentioned extending and retract-
ing mechanism that the mechanism is used popularly
in the molding device provided with molds, the in-
crease of the number of parts in the molding device
can be suppressed. As a result, it is possible to pre-
vent a manufacturing cost of the molding device from
being pushed up.
Further, due to such a constitution, the ejector plate
rotating pin is directly mounted on the extending and
retracting mechanism. Accordingly, the ejector plate
can be surely ejected by making use of the move-
ment of the extending and retracting mechanism.
Still further, due to such a constitution, the ejector
plate pull-back pin is mounted on the extending and
retracting mechanism with the elastic body sand-
wiched therebetween. Accordingly, the difference
between an extending amount and a retracting
amount caused by the difference in position between
the ejector plate rotating pin and the ejector plate
pull-back pin is absorbed by the elastic body and
hence, the extending and retracting of the ejector
plate can be performed in a stable manner.
Still further, due to such a constitution, even when
there exists a small error in the movement of the
extending and retracting mechanism, the elastic
body absorbs such an error and hence, it is possible
to surely return the ejector plate to the position before
molding.
In the above-mentioned constitutions (4) and (5), it
is preferable that, in rotating the ejector plate by
ejecting, a force with which the ejector plate pull-
back pin pushes the ejector plate is smaller than a
force with which the ejector plate rotating pin ejects
the ejector plate. Due to such a constitution, a force
which is applied to a connection portion between the
ejector plate and the ejector plate pull-back pin can
be suppressed and hence, it is possible to prevent
the connection portion from being broken.
(6) In the molding device of the present invention, it
is preferable that the molding device further includes
a fixed-side mold and a movable-side mold which is
joinable to and separable from each other along the
direction different from the set of molds, the fixed-
side mold and the movable-side mold capable of
sandwiching the set of molds therebetween when
the fixed-side mold and the movable-side mold are
joined to each other.
Due to such a constitution, it is possible to remove
a molded product having an inner space bent in a
circular arc shape by making use of a conventionally
known drive mechanism of a molding device which
uses a fixed-side mold and a movable-side mold.
Further, due to such a constitution, when the molding
device further includes the ejector plate rotating pin
described in the above-mentioned constitution (3),
it is possible to make use of the extending and re-
tracting mechanism for extending or retracting a gen-

erally used ejector pin (a pin used for ejecting a mold-
ed product from a mold) which is arranged on a fixed-
side mold side or a movable-side mold side. Accord-
ingly, a molded product can be removed without pre-
paring a particular device for extending or retracting
the ejector plate rotating pin.
In the molding device having the above-mentioned
constitution (6), the set of molds is joinable to and
separable from each other along the direction differ-
ent from the fixed-side mold or the movable mode
and hence, so-called slide molds can be preferably
used.
(7) In the molding device of the present invention, it
is preferable that a proximal end portion of the core
is mounted on the movable-side mold, and the mold-
ed product is ejected in a state where a distal end
portion of the core is positioned above the proximal
end portion of the core.
Due to such a constitution, a machine which receives
a molded product such as a robot hand can easily
receive the molded product after the molded product
is ejected and hence, it is possible to remove the
molded product without falling the molded product.
In this case, it is preferable to use a jig which prevents
the deviation of the position or the direction of a mold-
ed product which starts to be removed from the mold.
Due to such a constitution, the machine can efficient-
ly receive the molded product thus enabling the more
reliable removal of the molded product without falling
the molded product.
(8) In the molding device of the present invention, it
is preferable that the ejector plate is configured to
face the cavity at the time of molding thus forming
an outer shape of the molded product together with
the set of molds.
Due to such a constitution, it is possible to suppress
leakage of a molten material which may occur due
to the use of the ejector plate.
Further, due to such a constitution, the ejector plate
is used as a part of the mold and hence, the set of
molds can be made lightweight.
(9) In the molding device of the present invention, it
is preferable that the ejector plate is separated from
the cavity at the time of molding.
Also due to such a constitution, it is possible to sup-
press leakage of a molten material which may occur
due to the use of the ejector plate.
When the molding device has the above-mentioned
constitution, the set of molds is configured to form
an outer shape of a molded product without using
the ejector plate. Accordingly, due to the above-men-
tioned constitution, it is possible to maintain the qual-
ity of a molded product without strictly performing
the positioning between the set of molds and the
ejector plate at the time of molding.
(10) In the molding device of the present invention,
a refrigerant flow path is formed in the inside of the
ejector plate.
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In the technical field of molding devices, a refrigerant
flow path is formed in the inside of a mold for en-
hancing productivity of molded products or for en-
hancing the quality of molded products.
Due to such a constitution, also when the ejector
plate which is a constitutional element other than the
molds is used as in the case of the molding device
of the present invention, productivity of molded prod-
ucts can be enhanced and the quality of molded
products can be enhanced.
The ejector plate in which the refrigerant flow path
is formed can be manufactured by bonding or ad-
hering constitutional parts on which a refrigerant flow
path forming groove is formed to each other, for ex-
ample. As the method of bonding these constitutional
parts to each other, for example, it is possible to use
(a) a bonding method that constitutional parts to be
bonded on which a refrigerant flow path forming
groove is formed are bonded on a planar joining
plane (see JP-A-2007-61867), (b) a bonding method
that constitutional parts to be bonded are bonded to
each other and, thereafter, predetermined bonding
strength reinforcing treatment is performed (see In-
ternational Publication WO2007/108058 and Inter-
national Publication WO2008/004311), (c) a bonding
method that constitutional parts to be bonded are
bonded to each other in a state where a carbon felt
is arranged between respective electrodes of an
electric heating device and the respective constitu-
tional parts to be bonded (see International Publica-
tion WO2008/044776), (d) a bonding method that
constitutional parts to be bonded are bonded to each
other in a state where a thin plate-like steel member
or another steel member is interposed between the
constitutional parts to be bonded (see International
Publication WO2008/129622) or the like.
As the method of adhering constitutional parts on
which a refrigerant flow path forming groove is
formed to each other, for example, it is possible to
use an adhesion method that the constitutional parts
are adhered to each other using a heat-resistant ad-
hesive agent (see International Publication
WO2006/030503) or the like.
In the molding device having the above-mentioned
constitution (10), it is more preferable that the refrig-
erant flow path formed in the inside of the ejector
plate can cool the ejector plate even when the ejector
plate is rotated.
(11) In the molding device of the present invention,
it is preferable that a refrigerant flow path is formed
in the inside of the core.
Due to such a constitution, even when the core which
is the constitutional element other than the molds is
used as in the case of the molding device of the
present invention, the productivity can be enhanced
and the quality of a molded product can be en-
hanced,
The core in which the refrigerant flow path is formed

may be, for example, manufactured by joining or ad-
hering constitutional parts on each of which grooves
for refrigerant flow path are formed to each other.
(12) According to a second aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a method according to
claim 8.

[0023] According to the method for manufacturing a
molded product of the present invention, the method in-
cludes the ejecting step where the molded product
formed around the core is ejected along a circular arc
shape using the ejector plate and hence, the resistance
between a molded product and the core can be de-
creased by making use of the movement of the molded
product along the circular arc shape, and a pressure ap-
plied to the molded product can be dispersed using the
ejector plate instead of the ejector pin. Accordingly, the
molding device of the present invention can remove a
molded product more smoothly than conventional mold-
ing devices remove. As a result, the method of manufac-
turing a molded product according to the embodiment 1
can suppress the generation of flaws on a molded product
having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape when
a molded product is removed.
[0024] The method for manufacturing a molded prod-
uct of the present invention is applicable to molding (var-
ious cast moldings, injection molding and the like) which
uses various molding materials such as a molding ma-
terial made of metal or a molding material a resin.
[0025] The method for manufacturing a molded prod-
uct of the present invention is preferably used particularly
in a field of injection molding and die cast molding.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0026]

Fig. 1A to Fig. 1C are views for explaining a molding
device 1 according to an embodiment 1.
Fig. 2A1 to Fig. 2B2 are views for explaining the man-
ner of operation of an ejector plate 60 in the embod-
iment 1.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the ejector plate 60 in
the embodiment 1.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart for explaining a method of man-
ufacturing a molded product according to the em-
bodiment 1.
Fig. 5A1 to Fig. 5C2 are views for explaining the
method of manufacturing a molded product accord-
ing to the embodiment 1.
Fig. 6A1 to Fig. 6C2 are views for explaining the
method of manufacturing a molded product accord-
ing to the embodiment 1.
Fig. 7A1 to Fig. 7C2 are views for explaining the
method of manufacturing a molded product accord-
ing to the embodiment 1.
Fig. 8A to Fig. 8C are views for explaining a molding
device 2 according to an embodiment 2.
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Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view for explaining a mold-
ing device 3 according to an embodiment 3.
Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B are perspective views for ex-
plaining an ejector plate 100 and an ejector plate
pull-back pin 110 according to an embodiment 4.
Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C are views for explaining a mold-
ing device 4 according to the embodiment 4.
Fig. 12A to Fig. 12E are perspective views for ex-
plaining a molding device 5 according to an embod-
iment 5.
Fig. 13 is a perspective view for explaining an ejector
plate 190 in a modification 1.
Fig. 14 is a perspective view for explaining an ejector
plate 200 in a modification 2.
Fig. 15 is a perspective view for explaining an ejector
plate 210 in a modification 3.
Fig. 16A and Fig. 16B are views for explaining an
ejector plate 220 in a modification 4.
Fig. 17A and Fig. 17B are views for explaining an
ejector plate 230 in a modification 5.
Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B are views for explaining a con-
ventional molding device 900.

Description of Preferred Embodiments

[0027] Hereinafter, a molding device and a method of
molding a molded product of the present invention are
explained in conjunction with embodiments shown in the
drawings.

[Embodiment 1]

1. Constitution of molding device

[0028] Firstly, the constitution of a molding device 1
according to an embodiment 1 is explained.
[0029] Fig. 1A to Fig. 1C are views for explaining the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1. Fig.
1A is a perspective view of the molding device 1, Fig. 1B
is a top plan view of the molding device 1, and Fig. 1C
is a cross-sectional view taken along a line A-A in Fig.
1B. In this specification and respective drawings, out of
constitutional elements of an actual molding device, only
constitutional elements of the molding device relating to
the present invention are explained and illustrated, and
the explanation and the illustration of other constitutional
elements are omitted.
[0030] Fig. 2A1 to Fig. 2B2 are views for explaining the
manner of operation of an ejector plate 60 in the embod-
iment 1. Fig. 2A1 is a perspective view for explaining the
arrangement of the ejector plate 60 at the time of molding,
Fig. 2A2 is a cross-sectional view of the structure shown
in Fig. 2A1, Fig. 2B1 is a perspective view for explaining
an arrangement of the ejector plate 60 at the time of eject-
ing a molded product, and Fig. 2B2 is a cross-sectional
view of the structure shown in Fig. 2B1. Fig. 2A2 and Fig.
2B2 are cross-sectional views corresponding to Fig. 1C.
In Fig. 2B1 and Fig. 2B2, the ejector plate 60 is shown

in a state where the ejector plate 60 is largely rotated to
facilitate the explanation of the structure. The same goes
for Fig. 7, Fig. 11B, Fig. 12D and Fig. 12E described later.
In an actual use of the molding device, it is sufficient that
an ejector plate is rotated to an extent that a molded
product can be removed from a core.
[0031] Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the ejector plate
60 according to the embodiment 1.
[0032] The molding device 1 according to the embod-
iment 1 is a molding device for manufacturing a molded
product P1 having an inner space bent in a circular arc
shape. The molding device 1 includes, as shown in Fig.
1, a fixed-side mold 10, a movable-side mold 20, a set
of molds 30, 40, a core 50, the ejector plate 60, and an
ejector plate rotating pin 70. The molding device 1 is an
injection molding device used for injection molding, for
example.
[0033] The fixed-side mold 10 and the movable-side
mold 20 are joinable to or separable from each other in
the direction different from the joining and separating di-
rection of the set of molds 30, 40 (see Fig. 5C1 and Fig.
5C2 described later), and can sandwich the set of molds
30, 40 therebetween when the fixed-side mold 10 and
the movable-side mold 20 are joined to each other.
[0034] In the molding device 1, while the fixed-side
mold 10 is fixed, the movable-side mold 20 is movable
in the vertical direction by a drive mechanism not shown
in the drawing. Symbol 12 indicates a runner which is
formed when the fixed-side mold 10 and the movable-
side mold 20 are joined to each other.
[0035] The movable-side mold 20 includes a hole 22
for ejector plate rotating pin through which the ejector
plate rotating pin 70 passes.
[0036] The set of molds 30, 40 are joinable to and sep-
arable from each other, and are joined to each other at
the time of molding so as to form a cavity C having a
shape corresponding to an outer shape of the molded
product P1. The set of molds 30, 40 are respectively
formed of a so-called slide mold. In Fig. 1C, symbol 42
indicates a runner which is formed when the set of molds
30, 40 are joined to each other.
[0037] The core 50 has an outer shape corresponding
to an inner shape of the molded product P1. The core 50
is used in a state being arranged in the cavity C which
the set of molds 30, 40 forms at the time of molding. The
core 50 a proximal end portion thereof mounted on the
movable-side mold 20 at. Accordingly, as described later,
the molding device 1 is configured such that the molding
device 1 ejects the molded product P1 in a state where
a distal end portion of the core 50 is arranged above the
proximal end portion of the core 50 (see Fig. 7A1 and
Fig. 7A2 described later). Although the explanation using
drawings is omitted, in this case, it is preferable to use a
jig which can prevent the displacement in position and
removing direction of the molded product P1 which starts
to be removed from the molds. Due to such a constitution,
it is possible to efficiently receive a molded product, and
it is also possible to remove the molded product more
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reliably without falling the molded product.
[0038] As the core, it is also possible to use a core
having a large draft angle by taking into account the eas-
iness of e removal of the core. Further, as the core, it is
also possible to use a core which is bent in a curved
shape along an ellipse, a core which is bent along a shape
which is formed by adding a straight line to an end portion
of a circular arc shape or the like.
[0039] As shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3, the ejector plate 60
has a core through hole 62 through which the core 50
passes (see Fig. 3). After the molding operation, in a
state where the set of molds 30, 40 are separated from
each other, the ejector plate 60 ejects the molded product
P1 formed around the core 50 along a circular arc shape
(see Fig. 7A1 and Fig. 7A2 described later). The ejector
plate 60 is mounted on the movable-side mold 20 by way
of a rotary shaft 64. The core through hole 62 is formed
in a state where the core through hole 62 completely
surrounds the core 50.
[0040] As shown in Fig. 2, the ejector plate 60 is con-
figured to be rotatable about the rotary shaft 64 which is
arranged perpendicular to a plane along the circular arc
shape. In the embodiment 1, the ejector plate 60 is joined
to the movable-side mold 20 by a resilient member not
shown in the drawing, and is configured such that the
ejector plate 60 smoothly returns to a state shown in Fig.
2A1 and Fig. 2A2 when the ejector plate 60 is not pushed
by the ejector plate rotating pin 70. For example, a spring
may be used as the resilient member.
[0041] As shown in Fig. 1, the ejector plate 60 is con-
figured such that the ejector plate 60 faces the cavity C
and forms an outer shape of the molded product P1 to-
gether with the set of molds 30, 40 at the time of molding.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the ejector plate
rotating pin 70 is extensible and retractable in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the rotary shaft 64 and rotates the
ejector plate 60 by pushing. The ejector plate rotating pin
70 is extensible and retractable in the direction parallel
to the movable direction of the movable-side mold 20,
and is connected to a mechanism not shown in the draw-
ing which extends or retracts the ejector plate rotating
pin 70. Only one ejector plate rotating pin may be pro-
vided or two or more ejector plate rotating pins may be
provided.

2. Method of manufacturing molded product

[0043] Next, a method of manufacturing a molded
product according to the embodiment 1 is explained.
[0044] Fig. 4 is a flowchart for explaining the method
of manufacturing a molded product according to the em-
bodiment 1.
[0045] Fig. 5A1 to Fig. 7B2 are views for explaining the
method of manufacturing a molded product according to
the embodiment 1. Fig. 5A1 to Fig. 5C1, Fig. 5A2 to Fig.
5C2, Fig. 6A1 to Fig. 6C1, Fig. 6A2 to Fig. 6C2, Fig. 7A1
to Fig. 7B1, Fig. 7A2 to Fig. 7B2 are views showing man-
ufacturing steps respectively. Fig. 5A1 to Fig. 5C1, Fig.

6A1 to Fig. 6C1, and Fig. 7A1 to Fig. 7B1 are perspective
views, and Fig. 5A2 to Fig. 5C2, Fig. 6A2 to Fig. 6C2,
and Fig. 7A2 to Fig. 7B2 are cross-sectional views cor-
responding to the perspective views arranged on a left
side of the cross-sectional views.
[0046] The method of manufacturing a molded product
according to the embodiment 1 is a method of manufac-
turing a molded product for manufacturing a molded
product having an inner space bent in a circular arc
shape, and is carried out using the molding device 1 ac-
cording to the embodiment 1. As shown in Fig. 4, the
method of manufacturing a molded product according to
the embodiment 1 includes a molding step S1 a mold
separating step S2, and an ejecting step S3 in this order.
[0047] The molding step S1 is a step where a molded
product is formed between the set of molds 30, 40 which
can form the cavity C having a shape corresponding to
an outer shape of the molded product P1 in a state the
molds 30, 40 are joined to each other and the core 50
having an outer shape corresponding to an inner shape
of the molded product P1.
[0048] Firstly, as shown in Fig. 5A1 and Fig. 5A2, the
set of molds 30, 40 are joined to each other. Then, the
fixed-side mold 10 and the movable-side mold 20 are
joined to each other. In such a state, as shown in Fig.
5B1 and Fig. 5B2, a molding material is injected into the
cavity C through the runner 12.
[0049] The mold separating step S2 is a step where
the set of molds 30, 40 are separated from the molded
product P1 thus exposing the molded product P1 to the
outside.
[0050] Firstly, the movable-side mold 20 is moved in
the direction (downward direction) indicated by an arrow
shown in Fig. 5C1 and Fig. 5C2 so that the fixed-side
mold 10 and the movable-side mold 20 are separated
from each other. As shown in Fig. 6A1 and Fig. 6A2, the
set of molds 30, 40 are also moved downward together
with the movable-side mold 20. Next, the set of molds
30, 40 are made to slide in the directions (sideward di-
rections) indicated by arrows shown in Fig. 6B1 and Fig.
6B2 so that the set of molds 30, 40 are separated from
the molded product P1. Due to such an operation, as
shown in Fig. 6C1 and Fig. 6C2, the molded product P1
which is formed around the core 50 can be exposed.
[0051] In the ejecting step S3 is a step where the mold-
ed product P1 which is formed around the core 50 is
ejected along a circular arc shape using the ejector plate
60. From a state shown in Fig. 7A1 and Fig. 7A2, the
ejector plate rotating pin 70 is projected in the direction
perpendicular to the rotary shaft 64 so that the ejector
plate rotating pin 70 rotates the ejector plate 60 by push-
ing. Due to such an operation, as shown in Fig. 7B1 and
Fig. 7B2, the molded product P1 can be removed. This
removing operation is performed using a machine for re-
ceiving a molded product such as a robot hand.
[0052] In the method of manufacturing a molded prod-
uct according to the embodiment 1, as shown in Fig. 7B1
and Fig. 7B2, portions formed of the molding material
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which is solidified in the runner 42 and the runner 12 are
adhered to the molded product P1. However, these por-
tions can be easily removed by post processing such as
grinding.

3. Advantageous effects of molding device 1 and method 
of manufacturing molded product

[0053] Next, advantageous effects of the molding de-
vice 1 and the method of manufacturing a molded product
according to the embodiment 1 are explained.
[0054] The molding device 1 according to the embod-
iment 1 includes the set of molds 30, 40, the core 50, and
the ejector plate 60. Accordingly, in the same manner as
conventional molding devices, a molded product having
an inner space bent in a circular arc shape can be re-
moved.
[0055] The molding device 1 of the embodiment 1 uses
the ejector plate 60 which ejects the molded product P1
formed around the core 50 along a circular arc shape.
Accordingly, the resistance between the molded product
and the core can be decreased by making use of the
movement of the molded product along the circular arc
shape. As a result, according to the molding device 1 of
the embodiment 1, the molded product can be removed
more smoothly than conventional molding devices re-
move.
[0056] Further, according to the molding device 1 of
the embodiment 1, the molded product is ejected using
the ejector plate 60 instead of the ejector pin and hence,
a pressure applied to the molded product can be dis-
persed. Also from this point of view, the molded product
can be removed more smoothly than the conventional
molding devices remove.
[0057] Accordingly, the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1 can remove a molded product more smoothly
than the conventional molding devices remove, and can
suppress the generation of flaws on a molded product
having an inner space bent in a circular arc shape when
the molded product is removed.
[0058] According to the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1, the ejector plate 60 is rotatable about a rotary
shaft 64 perpendicular to a plane along the circular arc
shape and hence, a molded product can be ejected along
the circular arc shape.
[0059] According to the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1, the molding device 1 further includes the
ejector plate rotating pin 70 which is extensible and re-
tractable in the direction perpendicular to rotary shaft 64,
and rotates the ejector plate 60 by pushing and hence,
the ejector plate can be rotated using a simple method
that the ejector plate rotating pin is extended or retracted
in the direction perpendicular to rotary shaft.
[0060] According to the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1, the molding device 1 further includes the
fixed-side mold 10 and the movable-side mold 20 which
are joinable to or separable from each other along the
direction different from the set of molds 30, 40, and can

sandwich the set of molds 30, 40 therebetween when the
fixed-side mold 10 and the movable-side mold 20 are
joined to each other. Accordingly, it is possible to remove
a molded product having an inner space bent in a circular
arc shape by making use of a conventionally known drive
mechanism of a molding device which uses a fixed-side
mold and a movable-side mold.
[0061] According to the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1, it is possible to make use of an extending
and retracting mechanism for extending or retracting a
general-use ejector pin (a pin used for ejecting a molded
product from a mold). Accordingly, a molded product can
be removed without preparing a particular device for ex-
tending or retracting the ejector plate rotating pin.
[0062] According to the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1, a proximal end portion of the core 50 is
mounted on the movable-side mold 20, and a distal end
portion of the core 50 is configured to eject a molded
product P1 in a state where the distal end portion of the
core 50 is positioned above the proximal end portion of
the core 50. Accordingly, a machine which receives a
molded product such as a robot hand can easily receive
the molded product after the molded product is ejected
and hence, it is possible to remove the molded product
without causing falling of the molded product.
[0063] According to the molding device 1 of the em-
bodiment 1, the ejector plate 60 is configured to face the
cavity C and forms an outer shape of the molded product
P1 together with the set of molds 30, 40 at the time of
molding. Accordingly, it is possible to suppress leakage
of a molten material which may occur due to the use of
the ejector plate 60.
[0064] Further, according to the molding device 1 of
the embodiment 1, the ejector plate 60 is used as a part
of the mold and hence, the set of molds can be miniatur-
ized and can be made lightweight.
[0065] Further, the method of manufacturing a molded
product according to the embodiment 1 includes the
ejecting step S3 where the molded product P1 formed
around the core 50 is ejected along a circular arc shape
using the ejector plate 60 and hence, the resistance be-
tween a molded product and the core can be decreased
by making use of the movement of the molded product
along the circular arc shape, and a pressure applied to
the molded product can be dispersed using the ejector
plate instead of the ejector pin. Accordingly, the molding
device of the present invention can remove a molded
product more smoothly than conventional molding devic-
es remove. As a result, the method of manufacturing a
molded product according to the embodiment 1 can sup-
press the generation of flaws on a molded product having
an inner space bent in a circular arc shape when a molded
product is removed.

[Embodiment 2]

[0066] Fig. 8A to Fig. 8C are views for explaining a
molding device 2 according to an embodiment 2. Fig. 8A
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is a cross-sectional view of the molding device 2, Fig. 8B
is a top plan view of a core 80, and Fig. 8C is a top plan
view of an ejector plate 90. Fig. 8A is a cross-sectional
view corresponding to Fig. 1C.
[0067] Although the molding device 2 according to the
embodiment 2 basically has the substantially same con-
stitution as the molding device 1 according to the em-
bodiment 1, the molding device 2 according to the em-
bodiment 2 differs from the molding device 1 according
to the embodiment 1 with respect to the constitution of a
core and the constitution of an ejector plate. That is, in
the molding device 2 according to the embodiment 2, as
shown in Fig. 8, a refrigerant flow path 82 is formed in
the inside of a core 80, and a refrigerant flow path 96 is
formed in the inside of an ejector plate 90.
[0068] For example, water may flow in the refrigerant
flow path 80. A refrigerant flow path may be formed in
other constitutional elements besides the core and the
ejector plate although the constitution is not shown in the
drawing and the detailed explanation is omitted. In this
case, it is preferable that the refrigerant flow path formed
in the ejector plate and at least one of refrigerant flow
paths formed in other constitutional elements are com-
municated with each other at the time of molding.
[0069] In this manner, the molding device 2 according
to the embodiment 2 differs from the molding device 1
according to the embodiment 1 with respect to the con-
stitution of the core and the constitution of the ejector
plate. However, the molding device 2 according to the
embodiment 2 also uses the ejector plate 90 which ejects
a molded product P1 formed around the core 80 along a
circular arc shape. Accordingly, in the same manner as
the molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1, the
molding device 2 can remove a molded product more
smoothly than conventional molding devices remove
whereby it is possible to provide the molding device which
can suppress the generation of flaws on a molded product
when the molded product is removed.
[0070] According to the molding device 2 of the em-
bodiment 2, the refrigerant flow path 96 is formed in the
inside of the ejector plate 90. Accordingly, also when the
ejector plate which is a constitutional element other than
the molds is used, productivity of molded products can
be enhanced and quality of molded products can be en-
hanced.
[0071] Further, according to the molding device 2 of
the embodiment 2, the refrigerant flow path 82 is formed
in the inside of the core 80 and hence, also when the
core 80 which is a constitutional element other than the
molds is used, productivity of molded products can be
enhanced and the quality of molded products can be en-
hanced.
[0072] The molding device 2 according to the embod-
iment 2 has the substantially same constitution as the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1 other
than the constitution of the core and the constitution of
the ejector plate. Accordingly, out of the advantageous
effects which the molding device 1 according to the em-

bodiment 1 acquires, the molding device 2 according to
the embodiment 2 acquires the exactly same advanta-
geous effects as the molding device 1 according to the
embodiment 1 with respect to the constitutional parts of
the molding device 2 according to the embodiment 2
which are equal to the constitutional parts of the molding
device 1 according to the embodiment 1.

[Embodiment 3]

[0073] Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view for explaining a
molding device 3 according to an embodiment 3. Fig. 9
is a cross-sectional view corresponding to Fig. 1C of the
embodiment 1.
[0074] Although the molding device 3 according to the
embodiment 3 basically has the substantially same con-
stitution as the molding device 1 according to the em-
bodiment 1, the molding device 3 according to the em-
bodiment 3 differs from the molding device 1 according
to the embodiment 1 with respect to the constitution of a
set of molds and the constitution of an ejector plate. That
is, in the molding device 3 of the embodiment 3, as shown
in Fig. 9, an ejector plate 60 is separated from a cavity
C at the time of molding. That is, a set of molds constituted
of a mold 34 (not shown in the drawing) and a mold 44
forms an outer shape of a molded product without using
the ejector plate 60.
[0075] In this manner, the molding device 3 according
to the embodiment 3 differs from the molding device 1
according to the embodiment 1 with respect to the con-
stitution of the set of molds and the constitution of the
core. However, the molding device 3 according to the
embodiment 3 uses the ejector plate 60 which ejects a
molded product formed around the core 80 along a cir-
cular arc shape and hence, in the same manner as the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1, the
molding device 3 can remove a molded product more
smoothly than conventional molding devices remove. Ac-
cordingly, it is possible to provide the molding device
which can suppress the generation of flaws on a molded
product when the molded product is removed.
[0076] According to the molding device 3 of the em-
bodiment 3, the ejector plate 60 is configured to be sep-
arated from the cavity C at the time of molding and hence,
it is possible to suppress a leakage of a molten material
which may occur due to the use of the ejector plate.
[0077] According to the molding device 3 of the em-
bodiment 3, it is possible to maintain the quality of a mold-
ed product even when the set of molds and the ejector
plate are not strictly positioned at the time of molding.
[0078] The molding device 3 according to the embod-
iment 3 has the substantially same constitution as the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1 other
than the constitution of the set of molds and the consti-
tution of the ejector plate. Accordingly, out of the advan-
tageous effects which the molding device 1 according to
the embodiment 1 acquires, the molding device 3 accord-
ing to the embodiment 3 acquires the exactly same ad-
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vantageous effects as the molding device 1 according to
the embodiment 1 with respect to the constitutional parts
of the molding device 3 according to the embodiment 3
which are equal to the constitutional parts of the molding
device 1 according to the embodiment 1.

[Embodiment 4]

[0079] Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B are perspective views for
explaining an ejector plate 100 and an ejector plate pull-
back pin 110 according to an embodiment 4. Fig. 10A is
a perspective view of the ejector plate 100 and the ejector
plate pull-back pin 110, and Fig. 10B is a perspective
view of a movable-side mold 24, the ejector plate 100,
and the ejector plate pull-back pin 110.
[0080] Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C are views for explaining a
molding device 4 according to an embodiment 4 (the
whole molding device 4 not shown in the drawing). Fig.
11A is a cross-sectional view for explaining the arrange-
ment of the ejector plate 100 at the time of molding, Fig.
11B is a cross-sectional view for explaining the arrange-
ment of the ejector plate 100 at the time of ejecting a
molded product, and Fig. 11C is a cross-sectional view
for explaining the arrangement of the ejector plate 100
which is pulled back after the ejector plate 100 ejects a
molded product. Fig. 11A is a view corresponding to Fig.
2A2 in the embodiment 1, and Fig. 11B is a view corre-
sponding to Fig. 2B2 in the embodiment 1. Although the
ejector plate pull-back pin 110 and an ejector plate pull-
back pin hole 28 do not appear in cross section shown
in Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C, the ejector plate pull-back pin
110 and the ejector plate pull-back pin hole 28 are shown
in Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C for facilitating the explanation of
constitutional parts.
[0081] The molding device 4 according to the embod-
iment 4 basically has the substantially same constitution
as the molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1.
However, the molding device 4 according to the embod-
iment 4 differs from the molding device 1 according to
the embodiment 1 with respect to the structure for pulling
back an ejector plate. That is, as shown in Fig. 10A and
Fig. 10B, and Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C, the molding device 4
according to the embodiment 4 includes the ejector plate
pull-back pin 110. Hereinafter, the molding device 4
which includes the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is ex-
plained.
[0082] Firstly, constitution elements of the molding de-
vice 4 according to the embodiment 4 which differ from
the constitutional elements of the molding device 1 ac-
cording to the embodiment 1 are explained.
[0083] As shown in Fig. 10A, one end of the ejector
plate pull-back pin 110 is connected to the ejector plate
100. As shown in Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C, the ejector plate
pull-back pin 110 is provided for returning the ejector
plate 100 to a position before molding by rotating the
ejector plate 100 by pulling after the ejector plate rotating
pin 70 rotates the ejector plate 110 by pushing.
[0084] In the molding device 4 according to the em-

bodiment 4, one ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is provid-
ed to only one side of the ejector plate 100. However,
the present invention is not limited to such a constitution.
For example, two ejector plate pull-back pins 110 in total
may be provided to both sides of the ejector plate respec-
tively, that is, one ejector plate pull-back pin 110 may be
provided to one side of the ejector plate and the other
ejector plate pull-back pin 110 may be provided to the
other side of the ejector plate. Further, the molding device
4 according to the embodiment 4 may include two or more
ejector plate pull-back pins.
[0085] The molding device 4 includes an extending and
retracting mechanism 120 which is extensible and re-
tractable in the direction perpendicular to rotary shaft of
the ejector plate 100. The extending and retracting mech-
anism 120 basically has the substantially same constitu-
tion as the extending and retracting mechanism not
shown in the drawing which is explained during the ex-
planation of the molding device 1. The extending and
retracting mechanism 120 includes two plates 130, 140
which are extensible and retractable by an extending and
retracting device (for example, a hydraulic cylinder) not
shown in the drawing.
[0086] The lower plate 130 includes a dampening
space 132 for dampening a force which the ejector plate
pull-back pin 110 pushes the ejector plate 100.
[0087] The upper plate 140 includes an ejector plate
rotating pin fixing hole 142 for fixing an ejector plate ro-
tating pin 70, and an elastic body housing portion 144 for
housing an elastic body 150 described later.
[0088] The ejector plate rotating pin fixing hole 142 is
a hole having a size corresponding to the ejector plate
rotating pin 70.
[0089] A hole for allowing the ejector plate pull-back
pin 110 to pass therethrough is formed in the elastic body
housing portion 144. A size of the hole is set slightly larger
than a width of the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 to cope
with the inclination of the ejector plate pull-back pin 110
(the inclination being generated due to the structure
where the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is connected to
the rotatable ejector plate 100, see Fig. 11B).
[0090] As shown in Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C, the ejector
plate rotating pin 70 is directly mounted on the extending
and retracting mechanism 120 in a state where a proximal
portion of the ejector plate rotating pin 70 is sandwiched
between the plates 130, 140.
[0091] The ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is mounted
on the extending and retracting mechanism 120 with the
elastic body 150 sandwiched therebetween. An end por-
tion of the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 on a side op-
posite to an end portion of ejector plate pull-back pin 110
which is mounted on the ejector plate 100 is connected
to an elastic body 150. This connection is acquired by
using a lock pin can, for example.
[0092] The elastic body 150 is housed in the elastic
body housing portion 144 in an extensible and shrinkable
manner. The elastic body 150 is connected to a side of
the elastic body housing portion 144 near a movable-side
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mold 24. The elastic body 150 is formed of a spring, for
example. A part indicated by symbol 152 is an auxiliary
plate provided for improving contact property between
the elastic body 150 and the plate 130.
[0093] The ejector plate 100 basically has the substan-
tially same constitution as the ejector plate 60 of the em-
bodiment 1. However, the ejector plate 100 of this em-
bodiment 4 further includes a connection portion 106 for
connecting the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 to the ejec-
tor plate 100. The connection portion 106 is a circular
columnar-shaped pin which projects from the ejector
plate 100, for example. A hole corresponding to the con-
nection portion 106 is formed in an end portion of the
ejector plate pull-back pin 110 of the embodiment 4. By
allowing the connection portion 106 to pass through the
hole, the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is connected to
the ejector plate 100.
[0094] The movable-side mold 24 basically has the
substantially same constitution as the movable-side mold
20 of the embodiment 1. However, as shown in Fig. 10B
and Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C, the movable-side mold 24 of
this embodiment 4 further includes a an ejector plate pull-
back pin hole 26 for allowing the ejector plate pull-back
pin 110 to pass therethrough, and a connecting space
28 for accommodating the connection portion 106 of the
ejector plate 100. A size of the ejector plate pull-back pin
hole 26 is set slightly larger than a width of the ejector
plate pull-back pin 110 to cope with the inclination of the
ejector plate pull-back pin 110.
[0095] Next, the manner of operation of the ejector
plate pull-back pin 110 is explained in conjunction with
Fig. 11A to Fig. 11C.
[0096] Firstly, at the time of molding, as shown in Fig.
11A, the plates 130, 140 of the extending and retracting
mechanism 120 are arranged at a position away from
the movable-side mold 24. The ejector plate rotating pin
70 is accommodated in an ejector plate rotating pin hole
22. The ejector plate pull-back pin 110 fixes the ejector
plate 100 by pulling. The elastic body 150 is compressed
between the end portion of the ejector plate pull-back pin
110 and the elastic body housing portion 144.
[0097] Next, at the time of ejecting a molded product,
as shown in Fig. 11B, the plates 130, 140 of the extending
and retracting mechanism 120 advance in the direction
that the plates 130, 140 approach the movable-side mold
24, and the plates 130, 140 are arranged at a position
near the movable-side mold 24. The ejector plate rotating
pin 70 advances in the direction perpendicular to a rotary
shaft 104 thus rotating the ejector plate 100 by pushing.
[0098] On the other hand, ejector plate pull-back pin
110 also advances in the direction that the ejector plate
pull-back pin 110 approaches the movable-side mold 24
along with the movement of the plates 130, 140. In this
case, the end portion of the ejector plate pull-back pin
110 enters the dampening space 132 and, further, the
elastic body 150 is extended between the end portion of
the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 and the elastic body
housing portion 144 (that is, the ejector plate pull-back

pin 110 being not directly fixed to the extending and re-
tracting mechanism 120). Accordingly, the ejector plate
pull-back pin 110 does not generate an ejecting force
similar to an ejecting force which the ejector plate rotating
pin 70 generates. Due to such a mechanism, in the mold-
ing device 4, at the time of rotating the ejector plate 100
by ejection, a force with which the ejector plate pull-back
pin 110 ejects the ejector plate 100 becomes smaller
than a force with which the ejector plate rotating pin 70
ejects the ejector plate 100.
[0099] At the time of ejecting a molded product, since
the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is connected to the
connection portion 106 of the ejector plate 100, the ejec-
tor plate pull-back pin 110 is slightly inclined along with
the rotation of the ejector plate 100 (see Fig. 11B).
[0100] Next, after the molded product is ejected, as
shown ion Fig. 11C, the plates 130, 140 of the extending
and retracting mechanism 120 retract in the direction
away from the movable-side mold 24, and the plates 130,
140 return to the position away from the movable-side
mold 24. The ejector plate rotating pin 70 retracts in the
direction perpendicular to the rotary shaft 104. The ejec-
tor plate pull-back pin 110 returns the ejector plate 100
to the position before molding by rotating the ejector plate
100 by pulling the ejector plate 100 using the retracting
movement of the plates 130, 140 and an elastic force of
the elastic body 150 which is compressed between the
end portion of the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 and the
elastic body housing portion 142.
[0101] While the ejector plate 60 is pulled back by mak-
ing use of a force which is generated when the elastic
member (spring) shrinks in the embodiment 1, the ejector
plate 110 is pulled back by making use of a force which
is generated when the elastic member extends in the
embodiment 4,. Accordingly, it is possible to prevent the
occurrence of a case where the elastic member extends
excessively so that the ejector plate cannot be smoothly
pulled back.
[0102] In this manner, the molding device 4 according
to the embodiment 4 differs from the molding device 1
according to the embodiment 1 with respect to the struc-
ture for pulling back the ejector plate. However, the mold-
ing device 4 according to the embodiment 4 uses the
ejector plate 110 which ejects a molded product formed
around the core 80 along a circular arc shape and hence,
in the same manner as the molding device 1 according
to the embodiment 1, the molding device 4 can remove
a molded product more smoothly than conventional
molding devices remove. Accordingly, it is possible to
provide the molding device which can suppress the gen-
eration of flaws on a molded product when the molded
product is removed.
[0103] Further, the molding device 4 according to the
embodiment 4 includes the ejector plate pull-back pin
110 which returns the ejector plate 100 to the position
before molding and hence, the ejector plate 100 can be
pulled back after the ejector plate rotating pin 110 ejects
the ejector plate 100.
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[0104] According to the molding device 4 of the em-
bodiment 4, the extending and retracting mechanism 120
as described above is used popularly in the molding de-
vice provided with molds and hence, the increase of the
number of parts in the molding device can be suppressed.
As a result, it is possible to prevent a manufacturing cost
of the molding device from being pushed up.
[0105] According to the molding device 4 of the em-
bodiment 4, the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is directly
mounted on the extending and retracting mechanism 120
and hence, the ejector plate 100 can be surely ejected
by making use of the movement of the extending and
retracting mechanism.
[0106] According to the molding device 4 of the em-
bodiment 4, the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 is mounted
on the extending and retracting mechanism 120 with the
elastic body 150 sandwiched therebetween. Accordingly,
the difference between an extending amount and a re-
tracting amount caused by the difference in position be-
tween the ejector plate rotating pin and the ejector plate
pull-back pin is absorbed by the elastic body and hence,
the extending and retracting of the ejector plate can be
performed in a stable manner.
[0107] According to the molding device 4 of the em-
bodiment 4, due to the above-mentioned constitution,
even when there is a small error in the movement of the
extending and retracting mechanism, the elastic body
absorbs such an error and hence, it is possible to surely
return the ejector plate to the position before molding.
[0108] According to the molding device 4 of the em-
bodiment 4, in rotating the ejector plate 100 by ejecting,
in rotating the ejector pin by ejecting, a force with which
the ejector plate pull-back pin 110 pushed the ejector
plate 100 is smaller than a force with which the ejector
plate rotating pin 70 ejects the ejector plate 100 and
hence, a force which is applied to a connection portion
between the ejector plate 100 and the ejector plate pull-
back pin 110 can be suppressed thus preventing the con-
nection portion from being broken.
[0109] The molding device 4 according to the embod-
iment 4 has the substantially same constitution as the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1 other
than the structure for pulling back the ejection plate. Ac-
cordingly, out of the advantageous effects which the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1 ac-
quires, the molding device 4 according to the embodi-
ment 4 acquires the exactly same advantageous effects
as the molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1
with respect to the constitutional parts of the molding de-
vice 4 according to the embodiment 4 which are equal
to the constitutional parts of the molding device 1 accord-
ing to the embodiment 1.

[Embodiment 5]

[0110] Fig. 12A to Fig. 12E are perspective views for
explaining a molding device 5 according to an embodi-
ment 5. Fig. 12A to Fig. 12E are views showing steps in

manufacturing a molded product P1 using the molding
device 5. Fig. 12A is a view corresponding to Fig. 6A1,
Fig. 12B is a view corresponding to Fig. 6B1, Fig. 12C is
a view corresponding to Fig. 6C1, Fig. 12D is a view
corresponding to Fig. 7A1, and Fig. 12E is a view corre-
sponding to Fig. 7B1 respectively.
[0111] The molding device 5 according to the embod-
iment 5 basically has the substantially same constitution
as the molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1.
However, the molding device 5 according to the embod-
iment 5 differs from the molding device 1 according to
the embodiment 1 with respect to the direction of the
molding device. That is, as shown in Fig. 12A to Fig. 12E,
the molding device 5 of the embodiment 5 is a molding
device obtained by inclining the molding device 1 accord-
ing to the embodiment 1 by 90°. In the molding device 5
of the embodiment 5, a set of molds 160, 170 which cor-
responds to the set of molds 30, 40 in the embodiment
1 is not formed of a slide mold, and corresponds to the
fixed-side mold and the movable-side mold respectively.
A side mold 180 which corresponds to the movable-side
mole 20 in the embodiment 1 mainly has a function of
supporting an ejector plate 60. The molding device 5 does
not include a member corresponding to the fixed-side
mold 10 in the embodiment 1.
[0112] A conventionally-used extending and retracting
mechanism (including a plate, for example) which moves
the slide mold can be used for extending and retracting
an ejector plate rotating pin 70.
[0113] As shown in Fig. 12B and Fig. 12C, out of the
set of molds, the mold 170 (corresponding to the mova-
ble-side mold) is separated from the mold 160 (corre-
sponding to the fixed-side mold) together with the side
mold 180 and, then, the mold 170 is separated also from
the side mold 180. As a result, as shown in Fig. 12C, the
side mold 180 is left together with a molded product P1
(that is, the molded product being exposed to the out-
side). The ejection of the molded product P1 is substan-
tially equal to the ejection of the molded product P1 in
the embodiment 1 other than the direction and hence,
the explanation of the ejection is omitted.
[0114] In this manner, the molding device 5 according
to the embodiment 5 differs from the molding device 1
according to the embodiment 1 with respect to the direc-
tion of the molding device 5. However, the molding device
5 according to the embodiment 5 uses the ejector plate
110 which ejects a molded product formed around the
core 80 along a circular arc shape and hence, in the same
manner as the molding device 1 according to the embod-
iment 1, the molding device 5 can remove a molded prod-
uct more smoothly than conventional molding devices
remove. Accordingly, it is possible to provide the molding
device which can suppress the generation of flaws on a
molded product when the molded product is removed.
[0115] The molding device 5 according to the embod-
iment 5 has the substantially same constitution as the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1 other
than the direction of the molding device 5. Accordingly,
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out of the advantageous effects which the molding device
1 according to the embodiment 1 acquires, the molding
device 5 according to the embodiment 5 acquires the
exactly same advantageous effects as the molding de-
vice 1 according to the embodiment 1 with respect to the
constitutional parts of the molding device 5 according to
the embodiment 5 which are equal to the constitutional
parts of the molding device 1 according to the embodi-
ment 1.
[0116] Although the present invention has been ex-
plained in conjunction with the above-mentioned embod-
iments heretofore, the present invention is not limited to
the above-mentioned embodiments. The present inven-
tion can be carried out in various modes without departing
from the gist of the present invention. For example, the
following modifications are also conceivable.

(1) The number of constitutional elements, materials,
shapes, positions, sizes and the like of the molding
devices described in the respective embodiments
described above are examples, and these compo-
nents can be changed so long as advantageous ef-
fects of the present invention are not impaired. For
example, the number of the ejector plate rotating pins
may be two or more. In this case, the ejector plate
rotating pins may be arranged in a dispersed manner
at portions near corners of the ejector plate.
(2) In the above-mentioned respective embodiment,
the molding device of the present invention has been
explained by taking the molding device which in-
cludes the fixed-side mold 10 and the movable-side
mold 20 as an example. However, the present in-
vention is not limited to such a molding device. The
molding device may not include either one of the
fixed-side mold and the movable-side mold or may
include neither of them.
(3) In the above-mentioned embodiment 1, the meth-
od of manufacturing a molded product according to
the present invention has been explained using the
molding device 1 according to the embodiment 1.
However, the present invention is not limited to such
a method. The method of manufacturing a molded
product of the present invention can be carried out
using various molding devices.
(4) In the above-mentioned respective embodi-
ments, the molding device of the present invention
has been explained by taking the core, the ejector
plate and the ejector plate rotating pin which are
mounted on the movable-side mold 20 as examples.
However, the present invention is not limited to such
a molding device. For example, a core, an ejector
plate, an ejector plate rotating pin which may be
mounted on the fixed-side mold. A core, an ejector
plate and an ejector plate rotating pin may be mount-
ed on a mold which constitutes the set of molds. Fur-
ther, a core, an ejector plate and an ejector plate
rotating pin which may be mounted on different con-
stitutional elements (a fixed-side mold, a movable-

side mold and the like) respectively.
(5) In the above-mentioned respective embodi-
ments, the ejector plate which is configured to be
rotatable about the rotary shaft perpendicular to a
plane along a circular arc shape is used. However,
the present invention is not limited to such a consti-
tution. For example, in conformity with a shape of a
core to be used (for example, a core which is bent
in a curved shape following an elliptical shape or a
core which is bent along a shape where a straight
line is added to an end portion of a circular arc
shape), an ejector plate which is rotatable in a curved
shape following the elliptical shape or an ejector
plate which is rotatable after the ejector plate slightly
moves linearly may be used.
(6) In the above-mentioned respective embodiment,
the ejector plate having the core thorough hole which
is formed so as to completely surround the periphery
of the core is used. However, the present invention
is not limited to such an ejector plate. Fig. 13 is a
perspective view for explaining an ejector plate 190
of a modification 1. Fig. 14 is a perspective view for
explaining an ejector plate 200 of a modification 2.
Fig. 15 is a perspective view for explaining an ejector
plate 210 of a modification 3. As shown in Fig. 13 to
Fig. 15, for example, an ejector plate having a core
through hole (see symbols 192, 202, 212) which is
formed so as to surround a portion of the core may
be used.
(7) In the above-mentioned embodiment 2, the ejec-
tor plate 90 in which the refrigerant flow path 96 is
formed is used. However, the present invention is
not limited to such an ejector plate. Fig. 16A and Fig.
16B are views for explaining an ejector plate 220 of
a modification 4. Fig. 16A is a top plan view of the
ejector plate 220 and Fig. 16B is a side view of the
ejector plate 220. Fig. 17A and Fig. 17B are views
for explaining an ejector plate 230 of a modification
5. Fig. 17A is a top plan view of the ejector plate 230,
and Fig. 17B is a side view of the ejector plate 230.
In Fig. 16A to Fig. 17B, refrigerant flow paths 226,
227 are indicated by a broken line. For example, the
ejector plate 220 where a refrigerant flow path 226
which opens on a rotary shaft 224 side is formed as
shown in Fig. 16A and Fig. 16B may be used. Fur-
ther, the ejector plate 230 where a refrigerant flow
path 236 which opens downward is formed as shown
in Fig. 17 may be used. These refrigerant flow paths
may be configured such that each refrigerant flow
path has a distal end thereof communicated with a
refrigerant flow path (not shown in the drawing)
which is formed in a constitutional element (for ex-
ample, a movable-side mold not shown in the draw-
ing) arranged adjacent to the ejector plate.
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Claims

1. A molding device for manufacturing a molded prod-
uct having an inner space bent in a circular arc
shape, the molding device comprising:

a set of molds (30, 40) which is joinable to and
separable from each other, the set of molds (30,
40) being capable of forming a cavity (C) having
a shape corresponding to an outer shape of the
molded product in a joined state at the time of
molding;
a core (50) which has an outer shape corre-
sponding to an inner shape of the molded prod-
uct, and is used in a state where the core is ar-
ranged in the inside of the cavity which the set
of molds forms at the time of molding; and
an ejector plate (100) which has a core through
hole (102) through which the core passes, and
ejects the molded product formed around the
core (50) along the circular arc shape in a sep-
arated state where the set of molds (30, 40) is
separated from each other, wherein
the ejector plate (100) is rotatable about a rotary
shaft (104) perpendicular to a plane along the
circular arc shape, and
the molding device further includes an ejector
plate rotating pin (70) which is extensible and
retractable in the direction perpendicular to the
rotary shaft (104), and rotates the ejector plate
(100) by pushing,
characterized in that
a refrigerant flow path is formed in the inside of
the ejector plate (100);
the molding device further includes an ejector
plate pull-back pin (110) which is connected to
the ejector plate (100) by a connection portion
(106) and is configured to return the ejector plate
(100) to a position before molding by rotating
the ejector plate (100) by pulling after the ejector
plate rotating pin (70) rotates the ejector plate
by pushing; and
the connection portion (106) is a circular colum-
nar-shaped pin which projects from the ejector
plate (100), and wherein a hole corresponding
to the connection portion (106) is formed in an
end portion of the ejector plate pull-back pin
(110), the connection portion (106) passing
through the hole.

2. The molding device according to claim 1, wherein
the molding device further includes an extending and
retracting mechanism (120) which is extensible and
retractable in the direction perpendicular to the rotary
shaft (104),
the ejector plate rotating pin (70) is directly mounted
on the extending and retracting mechanism (120),
and

the ejector plate pull-back pin (110) is mounted on
the extending and retracting mechanism (120) with
an elastic body (150) sandwiched therebetween.

3. The molding device according to claim 1 or claim 2,
wherein the molding device further includes a fixed-
side mold (10) and a movable-side mold (20) which
are capable of being joined to each other or sepa-
rated from each other along the direction different
from the set of molds (30, 40), the fixed-side mold
(10) and the movable-side mold (20) capable of
sandwiching the set of molds (30, 40) therebetween
when the fixed-side mold (10) and the movable-side
mold (20) are joined to each other.

4. The molding device according to claim 3, wherein
the core (50) is mounted on the movable-side mold
(20) at a proximal end portion thereof, and
a molded product (P) is ejected in a state where a
distal end portion of the core (50) is positioned above
the proximal end portion of the core (50).

5. The molding device according to any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein the ejector plate (100) is configured
to face the cavity (C) at the time of molding thus
forming an outer shape of the molded product (P)
together with the set of molds (30, 40).

6. The molding device according to any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein the ejector plate (100) is separated
from the cavity (C) at the time of molding.

7. The molding device according to any one of claims
1 to 6, wherein a refrigerant flow path (82) is formed
in the inside of the core (80).

8. A method for manufacturing a molded product hav-
ing an inner space bent in a circular arc shape, the
method comprising in the following order:

a forming step where the molded product is
formed between a set of molds (30, 40) which
is capable of forming a cavity (C) having a shape
corresponding to an outer shape of the molded
product in a state where the molds are joined to
each other and a core (50) having a shape cor-
responding to an inner shape of the molded
product;
a mold separating step where the set of molds
are separated from the molded product so as to
exposed the molded product; and
an ejecting step where the molded product
formed around the core (50) is ejected along the
circular arc shape using an ejector plate (100)
having a core through hole through which the
core passes; wherein
in the ejecting step, the ejector plate (100) is
rotated about a rotary shaft (104) perpendicular
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to a plane along the circular arc shape by an
ejector plate rotating pin (70) wherein the ejector
plate rotating pin (70) is extended and retracted
in the direction perpendicular to the rotary shaft
(104), and rotates the ejector plate (100) by
pushing, and wherein
the ejector plate (100) is returned to a position
before molding by rotating the ejector plate (100)
by pulling the ejector plate (100) using an ejector
plate pull-back pin (110) which is connected to
the ejector plate (100) by a connection portion
(106), wherein the connection portion (106) is a
circular columnar-shaped pin which projects
from the ejector plate (100), and wherein a hole
corresponding to the connection portion (106)
is formed in an end portion of the ejector plate
pull-back pin (110), the connection portion (106)
passing through the hole; and
wherein the ejector plate is cooled by a refriger-
ant flow path formed in the inside of the ejector
plate (100) when the ejector plate (100) is rotat-
ed.

Patentansprüche

1. Formvorrichtung zum Herstellen eines geformten
Produkts mit einem Innenraum, der in einer Kreis-
bogenform gekrümmt ist, wobei die Formvorrichtung
umfasst:

einen Satz von Formen (30, 40), der zusammen-
fügbar und voneinander trennbar ist, wobei der
Satz von Formen (30, 40) während des Formens
in einem zusammengefügten Zustand einen
Hohlraum (C) bilden kann, der eine Gestalt auf-
weist, die einer äußeren Gestalt des geformten
Produkts entspricht;
einen Kern (50), der eine äußere Gestalt auf-
weist, die einer inneren Gestalt des geformten
Produkts entspricht, und in einem Zustand be-
nutzt wird, in welchem der Kern im Inneren des
Hohlraums, welchen der Satz von Formen (30,
40) während des Spritzgießens ausbildet, an-
geordnet ist; und
eine Auswerferplatte (100), die ein Kerndurch-
gangsloch (102) aufweist, durch welches der
Kern passiert, und das geformte Produkt, das
um den Kern (50) herum entlang der Kreisbo-
genform ausgebildet wird, in einem getrennten
Zustand, in welchem der Satz von Formen (30,
40) voneinander getrennt ist, auswirft, wobei
die Auswerferplatte (100) um eine Drehachse
(104) senkrecht zu einer Ebene entlang der
Kreisbogenform schwenkbar ist, und
die Formvorrichtung ferner einen Auswerfer-
platteschwenkstift (70) umfasst, der in die zu der
Drehachse (104) senkrechte Richtung ausfahr-

bar und zurückziehbar ist, und die Auswerfer-
platte (100) durch Drücken schwenkt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Kühlmittelströmungsweg im Inneren der
Auswerferplatte (100) gebildet ist;
die Formvorrichtung ferner einen Auswerfer-
platterückzugstift (110) umfasst, welcher mit der
Auswerferplatte (100) über einen Verbindungs-
abschnitt (106) verbunden ist, und zum Zurück-
bringen der Auswerferplatte (100) in eine Posi-
tion vor dem Formen eingerichtet ist, indem die
Auswerferplatte (100) durch Ziehen ge-
schwenkt wird, nachdem der Auswerferplatte-
schwenkstift (70) die Auswerferplatte durch Drü-
cken schwenkt; und
der Verbindungsabschnitt (106) ein rundsäulen-
förmiger Stift ist, welcher aus der Auswerferplat-
te (100) herausragt, wobei ein Loch, das dem
Verbindungsabschnitt (106) entspricht, in einem
Endabschnitt des Auswerferplatterückzugstifts
(110) gebildet ist, wobei der Verbindungsab-
schnitt (106) durch das Loch passiert.

2. Formvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Form-
vorrichtung ferner umfasst:

einen Ausfahr- und Rückziehmechanismus
(120), welcher in die Richtung senkrecht zu der
Drehachse (104) ausfahrbar und zurückziehbar
ist,
wobei der Auswerferplatteschwenkstift (70) di-
rekt an dem Ausfahr- und Rückziehmechanis-
mus (120) befestigt ist, und
wobei der Auswerferplatterückzugstift (110) an
dem Ausfahr- und Rückziehmechanismus (120)
mit einem elastischen Körper (150), der dazwi-
schen liegt, befestigt ist.

3. Formvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die
Formvorrichtung ferner eine fest-seitige Form (10)
und eine beweglich-seitige Form (20) umfasst, wel-
che entlang einer Richtung, die von dem Satz von
Formen (30, 40) verschieden ist, zusammengefügt
oder voneinander getrennt werden können, wobei
die fest-seitige Form (10) und die beweglich-seitige
Form (20) den Satz von Formen (30, 40) zwischen
sich einklemmen können, wenn die fest-seitige Form
(10) und die beweglich-seitige Form (20) zusam-
mengefügt werden.

4. Formvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Kern
(50) mit seinem nahen Endabschnitt an der beweg-
lich-seitigen Form (20) befestigt ist, und
ein geformtes Produkt (P) in einem Zustand, in wel-
chem ein entfernter Endabschnitt des Kerns (50)
oberhalb des nahen Endabschnitts des Kerns (50)
liegt, ausgeworfen wird.
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5. Formvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4,
wobei die Auswerferplatte (100) eingerichtet ist, dem
Hohlraum (C) während des Spritzgießens gegenü-
berzuliegen, und auf diese Weise zusammen mit
dem Satz von Formen (30, 40) eine äußere Gestalt
des geformten Produkts (P) ausbildet.

6. Formvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4,
wobei die Auswerferplatte (100) während des For-
mens von dem Hohlraum (C) getrennt ist.

7. Formvorrichtung nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche
1 bis 6, wobei ein Kühlflusspfad (82) im Inneren des
Kerns (80) ausgebildet ist.

8. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines geformten Produkts
mit einem Innenraum, der zu einer Kreisbogenform
gebogen ist, wobei das Verfahren in der folgenden
Reihenfolge umfasst:

einen Formungs-Schritt, bei welchem das ge-
formte Produkt zwischen einem Satz von For-
men (30, 40), der in einem Zustand, in welchem
die Formen zusammengefügt sind, einen Hohl-
raum (C) bilden kann, der eine Gestalt hat, die
einer äußeren Gestalt des geformten Produkts
entspricht, und einen Kern (50), der eine Gestalt
aufweist, die einer inneren Gestalt des geform-
ten Produkts entspricht, gebildet wird;
einen Form-Trenn-Schritt, bei welchem der Satz
von Formen von dem geformten Produkt ge-
trennt wird, um das geformte Produkt freizule-
gen; und
einen Auswerf-Schritt, bei welchem das geform-
te Produkt, das um den Kern (50) herum gebildet
wird, entlang der Kreisbogenform unter Verwen-
dung einer Auswerferplatte (100), die ein Kern-
durchgangsloch aufweist, durch welches der
Kern passiert, ausgeworfen wird; wobei
in dem Auswerf-Schritt die Auswerferplatte
(100) durch einen Auswerferplatteschwenkstift
(70) um eine Drehachse (104) senkrecht zu ei-
ner Ebene entlang der Kreisbogenform ge-
schwenkt wird, wobei der Auswerferplatte-
schwenkstift (70) in die zu der Drehachse (104)
senkrechte Richtung ausgefahren und zurück-
gezogen wird und die Auswerferplatte (100)
durch Drücken schwenkt, und wobei
die Auswerferplatte (100) vor dem Formen in
eine Position zurückgebracht wird, indem die
Auswerferplatte (100) geschwenkt wird, indem
die Auswerferplatte (100) unter Verwendung ei-
nes Auswerferplatterückzugstifts (110) gezo-
gen wird, der über einen Verbindungsabschnitt
(106) mit der Auswerferplatte (100) verbunden
ist, wobei der Verbindungsabschnitt (106) ein
rundsäulenförmiger Stift ist, welcher aus der
Auswerferplatte (100) herausragt, und wobei ein

Loch, das dem Verbindungsabschnitt (106) ent-
spricht, in einem Endabschnitt des Auswerfer-
platterückzugstifts (110) ausgebildet ist, wobei
der Verbindungsabschnitt (106) durch das Loch
passiert; und
wobei die Auswerferplatte durch einen Kühlmit-
telströmungsweg, der im Inneren der Auswer-
ferplatte (100) ausgebildet ist, gekühlt wird,
wenn die Auswerferplatte (100) geschwenkt
wird.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de moulage destiné à fabriquer un produit
moulé qui possède un espace intérieur en forme
d’arc circulaire, le dispositif de moulage
comprenant :

un groupe de moules (30, 40) qui peuvent être
joints à et séparés les uns des autres, le groupe
de moules (30, 40) pouvant former une cavité
(C) qui possède une forme qui correspond à une
forme extérieure du produit moulé dans un état
de jonction au moment du moulage ;
un noyau (50) qui possède une forme extérieure
qui correspond à une forme intérieure du produit
moulé, et est utilisé lorsque le noyau est placé
à l’intérieur de la cavité que le groupe de moules
forme au moment du moulage ; et
une plaque d’éjection (100) qui possède un trou
traversant de noyau (102) par lequel passe le
noyau, et éjecte le produit moulé formé autour
du noyau (50) le long de la forme d’arc circulaire
dans un état distinct dans lequel les moules (30,
40) sont séparés les uns des autres, dans lequel
la plaque d’éjection (100) peut tourner autour
d’un arbre rotatif (104) perpendiculaire à un plan
le long de la forme d’arc circulaire, et
le dispositif de moulage comprend en outre un
axe de rotation de plaque d’éjection (70) qui est
extensible et rétractable dans le direction per-
pendiculaire à l’arbre rotatif (104), et fait tourner
la plaque d’éjection (100) par poussée,
caractérisé en ce que
un trajet d’écoulement de réfrigérant est formé
à l’intérieur de la plaque d’éjection (100) ;
le dispositif de moulage comprend en outre un
axe de rappel de plaque d’éjection (110) qui est
relié à la plaque d’éjection (100) par une partie
de liaison (106) et est configuré pour faire reve-
nir la plaque d’éjection (100) dans une position
avant le moulage en faisant tourner la plaque
d’éjection (100) par traction après que l’axe de
rotation de la plaque d’éjection (70) a fait tourner
la plaque d’éjection par poussée ; et
la partie de liaison (106) est un axe circulaire en
forme de colonne qui se projette depuis la pla-
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que d’éjection (100), et dans lequel un trou qui
correspond à la partie de liaison (106) est formé
dans une partie d’extrémité de l’axe de rappel
de plaque d’éjection (110), la partie de liaison
(106) passant par le trou.

2. Dispositif de moulage selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le dispositif de moulage comprend en outre
un mécanisme d’extension et de rétraction (120) qui
est extensible et rétractable dans la direction per-
pendiculaire à l’arbre rotatif (104),
l’axe de rotation de plaque d’éjection (70) est direc-
tement monté sur le mécanisme d’extension et de
rétraction (120), et
l’axe de rappel de plaque d’éjection (110) est monté
sur le mécanisme d’extension et de rétraction (120)
avec un corps élastique (150) pris en sandwich entre
ceux-ci.

3. Dispositif de moulage selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
dans lequel le dispositif de moulage comprend en
outre un moule de côté fixe (10) et un moule de côté
mobile (20) qui peuvent être joints l’un à l’autre le
long de la direction différente du groupe de moules
(30, 40), le moule de côté fixe (10) et le moule de
côté mobile (20) pouvant prendre en sandwich le
groupe de moules (30, 40) entre eux lorsque le moule
de côté fixe (10) et le moule de côté mobile (20) sont
joints l’un à l’autre.

4. Dispositif de moulage selon la revendication 3, dans
lequel le noyau (50) est monté sur le moule de côté
mobile (20) au niveau d’une partie d’extrémité proxi-
male de celui-ci, et
un produit moulé (P) est éjecté dans un état dans
lequel une partie d’extrémité distale du noyau (50)
est positionnée au-dessus de la partie d’extrémité
proximale du noyau (50).

5. Dispositif de moulage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel la plaque d’éjection
(100) est configurée pour faire face à la cavité (C)
au moment du moulage, ce qui forme une forme ex-
térieure du produit moulé (P) avec le groupe de mou-
les (30, 40).

6. Dispositif de moulage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel la plaque d’éjection
(100) est séparée de la cavité (C) au moment du
moulage.

7. Dispositif de moulage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel un trajet d’écoule-
ment de réfrigérant (82) est formé à l’intérieur du
noyau (80).

8. Procédé de fabrication d’un produit moulé qui pos-
sède un espace intérieur en forme d’arc circulaire,

le procédé comprenant, dans l’ordre suivant :

une étape de formation lors de laquelle le produit
moulé est formé entre un groupe de moules (30,
40) capables de former une cavité (C) qui pos-
sède une forme qui correspond à une forme ex-
térieure du produit moulé dans un état dans le-
quel les moules sont joints les uns aux autres,
et un noyau (50) qui possède une forme qui cor-
respond à une forme intérieure du produit
moulé ;
une étape de séparation de moules lors de la-
quelle les moules sont séparés du produit moulé
de façon à exposer le produit moulé ; et
une étape d’éjection lors de laquelle le produit
moulé formé autour du noyau (50) est éjecté le
long de la forme d’arc circulaire à l’aide d’une
plaque d’éjection (100) qui possède un trou tra-
versant de noyau par lequel passe le noyau ;
dans lequel
à l’étape d’éjection, la plaque d’éjection (100)
tourne autour d’un arbre rotatif (104) perpendi-
culaire à un plan le long de la forme d’arc circu-
laire à l’aide d’un axe de rotation de plaque
d’éjection (70), l’axe de rotation de plaque
d’éjection (70) étant étendu et rétracté dans la
direction perpendiculaire à l’arbre rotatif (104),
et faisant tourner la plaque d’éjection (100) par
poussée, et dans lequel
la plaque d’éjection (100) revient dans une po-
sition avant le moulage en faisant tourner la pla-
que d’éjection (100) en tirant sur la plaque
d’éjection (100) à l’aide d’un axe de rappel de
plaque d’éjection (110) qui est relié à la plaque
d’éjection (100) par une partie de liaison (106),
la partie de liaison (106) étant un axe circulaire
en forme de colonne qui se projette depuis la
plaque d’éjection (100), et un trou correspon-
dant à la partie de liaison (106) étant formé dans
une partie d’extrémité de l’axe de rappel de pla-
que d’éjection (110), la partie de liaison (106)
passant par le trou ; et
dans lequel la plaque d’éjection est refroidie par
un trajet de circulation de réfrigérant formé à l’in-
térieur de la plaque d’éjection (100) lorsque la
plaque d’éjection (100) est tournée.
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